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Coming Events
June 20th:
Training at Long Pond

June 2010

President’s message:
What a hot one that was! In spite of the heat we had good attendance at the June
Training Day. We had some pretty small quail to use – they are kind of like trying
to hit a “mini” on the clay range, only they don’t fly so far & fast. Fortunately they
were not doubles. Several folks are working on steadiness and quite a few continue
to work on backing. This is nice to see. When we first joined the chapter, the only
ones really working consistently on backing were headed directly to the Invitational.
Now there seems to be more interest in backing for general all-around purposes; this
is a good thing.
The Greene R & G Pond has warmed up enough to be like bath water. We noticed
that the dogs seemed to tire out a bit quicker than normal. Partially due to the vegetation growth and partly due to the water temp. This is something to keep in mind
while training in the heat of summer. In spite of the fact the dog is in the water and
the water feels slightly cool to your touch, since the dog is aggressively working
hard and fighting through the weeds, they can & will over-heat while doing water
work. Keep an eye on your dog and quit early if you have to.
DATES – also listed on our website:
Our 2010 Test Dates are as follows: Spring = May 22 & 23		
Fall = September 18 & 19
Our regular Training Days, held at Long Pond Area are as follows: April 18th, May
16th, June 20th, July 18th, August 22nd, and September 12th.
ADDITIONAL TRAINING DAY: July 11th, 2010
Tom Snyder has offered to host an additional Training Day at his house which will
include a Dish-To-Pass Picnic & Family Fun Day. This has been an annual event
now for many years and is a great time for everyone. Tom has terrific fields for
training and a couple of wildlife ponds for water-work. We have a few chuker left
over from the test and we now have about 20 quail. They should be a slightly larger
target by July 11th. If anyone has additional birds to bring, please do. And, remember to bring something to share at for the picnic. Thank you, Tom, for volunteering
and hosting this event. Tom is located at 328 Wyok Road, Johnson City.
(Cont’d on page 2)

HANDLER CLINIC:
We have had a few positive responses that we should organize a Handler Clinic. It has been quite a while since we
have had one and with the amount of newer members in the chapter now, it does seem like the timely thing to do.
For those who are unfamiliar, the Handler Clinic is a separate chapter event whereby a Clinic Leader is sent in by the
International Office (typically they are also a Senior Judge) to instruct us as to HOW the judges are looking at our
dogs performance and HOW they are scored. They will instruct us in the OBJECTIVES of the NAVHDA Testing
System. What often also comes out in this process is how to better handle your dog for the best possible performance
and perhaps some tips on training for the test.
This is a two day event. The mornings are devoted to a more “classroom” approach with discussions/seminar, followed by actually walking through a test where everyone judges a sample dog. The day concludes with discussion of
the scores given and the whys. One day is about Natural Ability and one day is about Utility / Utility Prep.
This Clinic would be held in addition to and separate from our normal Training Days. There would be a charge of
around $50 to $60 (??) per person to attend, as it costs the chapter several hundred dollars to host this event, plus
the cost of birds and other expenses. We would want to target an attendance level of around 15 to 20 people (plus or
minus). We could also advertise to the surrounding chapters to see if there was any interest, if needed.
We need to contact the International Office well in advance to get on the schedule and have them organize what they
do on their end. We’ll contact the office soon and keep everyone posted. We will have to settle on a date for next
summer for when we want to hold the event.
Chapter Fashion Apparel:
There has been discussion about having Chapter shirts &/or hats made. Michele Bowen & Mel Rottmann are working on some specifics. Some suggestions include silk-screened tee-shirts, embroidered hats, and/or maybe embroidered golf-shirts. We could have something with the NAVHDA logo and /or a Southern Tier of NY Chapter logo.
We would like everyone to send back a response as to what they think they would like to see made and maybe a
choice or two of colors OR contact Michele Bowen or Mel Rottmann directly if you have any thoughts, ideas, suggestions or would like to help with this project.
Fall Test Entries:
Our Test Secretary Mike Hubenthal mentioned he has already received interest from entrants for our fall test. This
one may fill up early. New members with puppies, if you are interested in trying a Natural Ability Test, please let us
know. We can work with you on these next Training Days to help prepare you and your pup.
See you at the July 11th Picnic / Training Day at Tom Snyders!
Don

Training Tip of the Month:
Timing is crucial. Dogs have a short memory and reaction period to effectively use stimuli.
You have just seconds to positively or negatively reinforce or correct an action in order for
the dog to understand what you are conveying. (Some have effectively used clickers in their
training program to more quickly convey the message of positive praise. This is also one of
the reasons e-collars are effective – when used appropriately.)

Chasing the dual championship.
This requires a CH (show title) and a field trial title. Tink was born to a DC mother. In a perfect world we would like to
have a DC and a VC.
On April 17, Tink and I traveled to Upper NY Brittany Club Spring Field Trial. We entered the Amateur Walking Puppy
and Open Puppy stakes. We tried to run both stakes on the same day. We did not place but we learned about competing and
handling in field trials. May 1 & 2 found us “back in the saddle” and competing in the Hudson Valley Brittany Club Spring
Field Trial. We entered Amateur Walking Puppy and Open Puppy. Dogs are eligible for puppy stakes up until they are 15
months of age. No birds are put out for the puppy stakes. It is more of a fun run to see your dog cover ground, seek objectives, and handle. With Amateur Walking Puppy the handler is on foot. Open Puppy the handler is on horseback. The run
lasts aprox. 20 minutes. Dogs run in a brace in both stakes. Many times handlers will “sing” to their dogs as they run in the
field. This is to let the dog know where the handler is so that the dog does not have to check in with the handler. Dogs are
expected to run between 10 & 2 (like the hands of a clock) and stay out in front of the handler. Dogs are expected the “hit
the lines” or run along pieces of cover. For example a long hedge row at the edge of the field. The judges are on horseback
for both stakes. Anybody that wants to can walk or ride in the gallery to watch the braces. Dogs are judged against each
other. Placements/ribbons are usually handed from 1st to 4th place but generally around here points are given for 1st place.
There is a point schedule placements based on the number of starters for the stake. The goal being to collect points to earn
your FC (Field Champion) . You can carry forward 2 points from your puppy stakes and 2 points from your derby stakes
(being run until the dog is 24 months of age) toward your FC.
Amatuer Walking Puppy was scheduled for Saturday morning. I was braced with a lady that I had met at the Upper NY
trial. We started off doing pretty well but a bad bronchial infection caused me to start coughing during the run. I think that
and the singing of the other handler was a bit of a distraction to Tink. I was coughing too hard to really do a good job handling. It was extremely disappointing. My brace mate’s husband actually walked Tink out of the field for me at the end of
the run. I was sick in more ways than one.
Open Puppy was scheduled for Sunday morning. I needed a horse. The wrangler (horse rental) guy was out of horses. I
had already missed the dog wagon (transportation for dog and or handler to the starting line). So now I needed to get to
the starting line immediately. So I took off on foot down the road to the break away (starting line). I asked one of the gallery that was coming in for their horse and they jumped off and I jumped on. We broke away and Tink got the lead early.
We rode the lines to the top of the hill, popped through the hedge row and I kicked my horse into his gait (they ride gaited
horses). Oh yeah, I don’t ride well so horseback handling is a challenge unto itself. Since I don’t sing, I just yelled “good
girl”, “go Tink”, “high on”, and I haven’t a clue what else. She streaked merrily down the hedge row and was running like
a champ. When we got to the third field on the top of the hill the judge spoke to me and I stopped. He thought we were
pretty speedy across the top. Tink by now had gone to the end of the field, hit the corner, hung two lefts and was streaking
along to my left up the opposite hedgerow with the other
handler. So I turned my horse around and rode to catch up.
I saw her working scent and saw a big rabbit flying down the hedgerow. “Leave it” and “high on” got her moving. She
continued the lines all around the course back to the break
away and where Don was waiting to pick her up. We did
not stay for the reading of the scores. Felt lousy and knew
there were some pretty serious and possibly professional
handlers running. Thankfully, John Swider was there to
collect our first field trial ribbon. The ribbon is red for
second place in Open Puppy. We do not plan to run in derby
because the dogs are braced, birds are out and the dogs are
not needed to be steady; and it could definitely setback our
steadiness training. We will likely wait and enter gun dog
events when she is older. So now with our NA test behind
us we are on to the UT and Gun Dog training.
We are in for a busy summer.
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January
Jan 22-24: NAVHDA annual meeting
Bloomington, MN
February
Feb 27: Southern Tier’s annual meeting
and game dinner/ dish to pass
March
March 28: Training Day
Lawton’s Farm
April
April 18: Training Day at Long Pond
May
May 16: Training Day at Long Pond
May 22: Spring Test
May 23: Training Day at Long Pond
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July/August AKC Events for NY and PA
Hunt tests:
Penn’s Woods Pointing Dog Trainers Club Polk, PA
August 21-22
				
Field Trials:
None in NY or PA

June
June 20: Training Day at Long Pond
July
July 11: Picnic and training day at
Snyder’s
July 18: Training Day at Long Pond
August
Aug 22: Training Day at Long Pond
Aug 29: Training Day at Nash’s
September
Sept 12: Training Day at Long Pond
Sept 18 &19: Fall Test
Sept 23-26: Invitational
* All training days start at 9:00am unless
otherwise noted.
Tests start at 7:00 at Greene Rod &
Gun Club.

Southern Tier of New York NAVHDA Chapter
We were certified as Southern Tier of New York Chapter of the North American Versatile Hunting Dog Association
(NAVHDA) on January 18, 1985. NAVHDA is a nonprofit corporation whose purpose is to foster, promote and improve the versatile hunting dog breeds in North America; to conserve game by using well trained, reliable dogs
before and after the shot; and to aid in the prevention of curelty to animals by discouraging nonselective and uncontrolled breeding which produces unwanted and uncared for dogs. Many members have contributed to the success
of this chapter and we thank them for their efforts. At the Southern Tier Chapter we strive to help members become
confident, capable trainers with the goal of developing excellent versatile hunting dogs. We also emphasize fun,
camaraderie and value the lasting friendships made along the way.

NAVHDA Sponsors

Above are several organizations that sponsor NAVHDA.
We encourage you to support them whenever possible.

